CUPIO - BRUNELLO DI MONTALCINO DOCG

2017


James Suckling



Intravino – (Andrea Gori)



Jancis Robinson

91 points

A ripe and straightforward Brunello with cherry, plum and cedar character and slightly chewy tannins. A layered and
rather boxy mouthfeel. Needs two or three years to come around and open. Try after 2022.

92 points

Lamponi, e confettura di mirtilli, sorso di bella succulenza e aromaticità diffusa.

15,5 points

2016


Decanter

97 points
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Elegant and refined nose, classy aromas of orange peel, dark chocolate, cinnamon, tobacco and black truffles. Pure,
with rich rounded tannins and a dense palate with a spicy finish.

2015


Wine Advocate - Robert Parker 93 points



James Suckling



Falstaff

91 points



Vinous

89 points

The accessible (and well-priced) Cupio is quickly developing its own brand recognition within the greater Pinino
portfolio. The 2015 Brunello di Montalcino Cupio opens to a pretty bouquet with licorice and aniseed that gives lift and
buoyancy to wild berry and crushed flowers. The fruit from this warm and sunny vintage is presented with good intensity
and harmony, ceding to elegant tannins and fresh acidity. This risotto-friendly Brunelio offers tangy, balsam and herbal
sensations on the finish.

93 points

Very floral with iodine, cherry, dried-earth and cured-cedar aromas and flavors. Full-bodied, tight and chewy with very
fine tannins texture and flavorful finish. Shows intensity and focus.
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Merum

2014


Jancis Robinson



Wine Advocate-Robert Parker 90 points



James Suckling

16 points

Maturing mid ruby with bricky tinges. Subdued, spicy and earthy and a little savoury and wild. Juicy, elegant and subtle.
Perhaps too subtle for those who seek for more structure

From the folks at Pinino, this wine offers a more accessible and food-friendly averall approach. The 2014 Brunello di
Montalcino Cupio offers bright fruit tones of dried raspberry and cherry, all backed by mild spice and grilled herb. The
wine is subdued in terms of intensity, and the mouthfeel is rather short and compact.

88 points

Plum and cherry character on the nose and palate. Medium body, light and delicate on the finish. Drink now

2013
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Vinous – Antonio Galloni



James Suckling



Gambero Rosso 2019

2 bicchieri neri (two black glasses)



Jancis Robinson

14,5 points



Wine Enthusiast

88 points

91+ points

Bright red. Aromas and flavors of red cherry, cedar, minerals and violet. Steely and austere in the middle and on the
finish, with a tannic mouthfeel and a woodsy underbrush nuance on the long, vibrant finish. Though I think this could
have used bit more fruit for a higher score, I find greater density of fruit in this wine than in the other two offerings from
Pinino this year. (Ian D’Agata)

90 points

Aromas of flowers, cherries and citrus follow through to medium body with firm and silky tannins. A fresh and clean finish.
A leaner style but shows energy and focus. Drink or hold.
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